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The ouly mollusk, seen to destroy the Melongena, was a Fascio-

laria gigantea which enclosed it in its folds.

On one occasion a dead king-crab was found, lying on its back,

on which many Fasciolaria tulipa were crowded and eating it.

An abundant food for the Fasciolaria dietans is the Vermetus,

(Prtaloconchus) nigricans, into the tubes of which the former inserts

its beak.

A WORDABOUTSPHJERIA.

BY EDWARDW. ROPER.

Among thousands of Sphseria examined during the past year

several unique forms have been found. For example, a robust,

rounded shell less than one-fourth inch long, with prominent beaks,

from near Tallahassee, Florida. This is quite distinct from any

species yet seen from the Gulf states. Again a very dark brown

shell from southern Ohio, of the group of S. occidentale, but thicker

and with more prominent beaks. From an unknown locality came

a single specimen resembling a small S. tr'ansversum but with a less

angular outline. Lastly from Minnesota and other neighboring

states, may be mentioned a thin, orbicular, gray or light olive shell

with calyculate beaks, often regarded as S. truncatum, but probably

different from the New England shell described by Linsley. These

forms have mostly come from single localities in very small numbers,

and in view of the great variation among species in this genus, it

would be unsafe to consider them new on such slight evidence. The

writer would like correspondence with collectors having unique and

doubtful Sphseria in their possession.

THE MUSSELSSCARS OF UNIOS.

BY CHAS. T. SIMPSON.

In some comments on my recent paper on the classification and

distribution of the Naiades in The Nautilus for June, 1896,

1

notice the statement that in having a series of muscle scars in the

middle of the disk Margaritana margaritifera, monodonta, etc. differ
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from any Unios; and this seems to be the character on which the

writer would separate Margaritana generically from Unio.

In the former species these little muscle scars or points of attach-

ment of the mantle are sometimes a set of round, deep punctures in

the nacre, but more often they consist of slightly indented dashes,

which radiate from the umboiial cavity. They vary in number from

a very few to 50 or more, and are often entirely wanting. In some

examples these scars are more or less aggregated into a sort of lon-

gitudinal row along the middle of the disk, looking like a strongly

developed pallial line.

In Margaritana monodonta they appear usually as deep punctures,

and vary from many to none and the same thing is true of Unio hem-

belt. I have not found them in U. decumbens or U. laosensis.

In 1830 Isaac Lea described Unio trapezoid' .< in the Transactions

of the American Philosophical Society, Volume IV, page 69, and

called attention to the fact that this species possessed a strongly

developed muscle scar near the center of the disk, which he then

named the ventral cicatrix. It is present (sometimes double) and

well developed in most specimens, feeble in others, or it may be found

in one valve and wanting in the other, or absent altogether. The
same is true of most of the species of .the plicate group of Unios,

which are all nearly related
; N. multiplicatus, undulatus, perplica-

tus, etc., but I have never found these scars in the nearly allied U.

sloatianus Lea, of Georgia, which is so close to U. trapezoides that

Call has placed it in the synonymy of that species.
1 In U. trape-

zoides there may be one or two anterior pedal scars and they are

often widely separated.

A wonderful degree of variation is also found in the number and

position of the dorsal scars of many species of Unios, and in the

degree of development of the scars in the pallial line. In Mr. B-

H. Wright's new Unio, —U. bursa pastor is, from Tennesseee, the

pallial line is generally composed of deep, strongly marked scars,

to which the mantle is attached ; in Unio ventricosw it is often so

faint as to be scarcely discernable. I know of no character more

variable and wholly unreliable as a means of classification in the

Unionidce than that of the muscle scars and my studies lead me to

believe that it is seldom a mark of even specific value.

1 Tr. Acad. Si. St. Louis, VII, Nn. 1. p. 54.


